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ABSTRACT
The Center for Computational Structures Technology (CST) is intended to serve as a
focal point for the diverse CST research activities. The CST activities include the use of
numerical simulation and artificial intelligence methods in modeling, analysis, sensitivity
studies, and optimization of flight-vehicle structures. The Center is located at NASA
Langley and is an integral part of the School of Engineering and Applied Science of the
University of Virginia. The key elements of the Center are: a) conducting innovative
research on advanced topics of CST; b) acting as pathfinder by demonstrating to the
research community what can be done (high-potential, high-risk research); c) strong
collaboration with NASA scientists and researchers from universities and other government
laboratories; and d) rapid dissemination of CST to industry, through integration of
industrial personnel into the ongoing research efforts.
In addition to research, the activities of the Center include coordinating the activities
of a consortium of NASA Centers, commercial software vendors, industrial firms, and
universities on Advanced Analysis and Design Systems; organizing workshops and
national symposia; as well as writing state-of-the-art monographs and NASA special
publications on timely topics.
The Principal Investigator for this Cooperative Agreement is Dr. Ahmed K. Noor,
Ferman W. Perry Professor of Aerospace Structures and Applied Mechanics, who is
serving as the Director for the Center, and the NASA monitor is Mr. Gordon I. Johnston,
Program Manager, Advanced Sensors and Instrument Systems, NASA Headquarters.
SUMMARY OF RECENT PROGRESS
During the last period (July 1, 1994-March 31, 1995), a total of twelve research
scientists, one senior programmer/analyst, one program support technician and one
executive secretary were supported by the Center. The list of the Center Staff is given in
Appendix I. The accomplishments of the Center, under the present cooperative agreement
includecompletingthesixthandlastvolumeof theMonographonFlightVehicleMaterials,
StructuresandDynamics;organizingoneworkshopandthreesymposia;publicationof 20
journal articles,making12presentations;organizing4 seminars;workingcooperative
agreementswith five additionalcommercialsoftwarevendorsaswell aswith theCenterfor
EducationalComputingInitiativesatM.I.T. Theseaccomplishmentsarelistedin
AppendicesIn throughVI andarebriefly describedsubsequently.
1. Conductingresearchin thefollowinggeneralareas:a) innovativecomputational
strategiesfor large-scalestructuralproblemsonnewcomputingplatforms;b) prediction
andanalysisof failureof structuralcomponentsmadeof compositematerials,andsubjected
to combinedthermalandmechanicalloads;c) sensitivityanalysisfor largestructural
systems;andd)nonlinearstructuraldynamicsincludingimpact-contactwith friction.
A totalof twenty-fiveresearchpublicationsandtwelvepresentationshavebeenmade
underthepresentcooperativeagreement.A list of thepublicationsandpresentationsare
givenin AppendixII. Also, theabstractsof thepublicationsareincludedinAppendixV.
2. Organizingaseminarseriesby leadingexpertsin theCSTandrelatedareas.Four
seminarsweregivenatLangley.Thelist of seminarsis givenin AppendixIII.
3. OrganizingoneworkshopatNASA Langley. Theparticipantsof theworkshop
camefrom NASA, othergovernmentlaboratories,industryanduniversities.The
proceedingsof theworkshoparebeingpreparedfor publicationasaNASA CP.
4. Organizingthreenationalsymposia.Proceedingsof thesesymposiawere
publishedby theAmericanSocietyof MechanicalEngineers.
5. Completingthesixthandlastvolumeof theMonographon "FlightVehicle
Materials,StructuresandDynamics- AssessmentandFutureDirections."
FACILITIES
ThecomputationalandexperimentalfacilitiesatNASA LangleyResearchCenterwill
beusedin performingpartof thisresearch.Othercomputationalfacilities(e.g.,atNSF
Illinois andSanDiegoSupercomputerCenters,CRAY Research,andtheHigh-
PerformanceComputingCenteratVicksburg,MS) will beusedby a specialarrangement
with Dr. AhmedK. Noor atnocostto thiscooperativeagreement.
Appendix I - Center Staff
A. Research Scientists
1. Burton, W. Scott (Ph.D.), Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA (appointed Aug. 1, 1990).
2. Hadian, M. Jafar (Ph.D.), VPI&SU, Blacksburg, VA (appointed May 15, 1991; terminated
Aug. 31, 1993).
3. Kim, Yong H. (Ph.D.), University of Maryland, College Park (appointed July 15, 1991).
4. Kulkami, Makarand (Ph.D.), Northwestern Univ., Evanston, IL (appointed Aug. 3, 1992;
terminated January 1995).
5. Karaoglan, Levent (Ph.D.), Stanford University, Stanford, CA (appointed Oct. 19, 1992).
6. Danielson, Kent T. (Ph.D.), Texas A&M University, College Station, TX (appointed June 14,
1993).
7. Watson, Brian C. (Ph.D.), Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA (appointed July 6,
1993).
8. Pollock, Gerry D. (Ph.D.), Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (appointed Aug. 2, 1993).
9. Szewczyk, Z. Peter (Ph.D.), Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY (appointed July 19,
1993).
10. Xu, Kangming (Ph.D.), Northwestern University, Evanston, IL (appointed Jan. 3, 1994).
11. Tang, Yvette Y. (Ph.D.), Northwestern University, Evanston, IL (appointed Feb. 14, 1994;
terminated October 1994).
12. Wasfy, Tamer M. (Ph.D.), Columbia University, New York, NY (appointed March 13, 1995)
B. Supporting Staff
1. Jeanne M. Peters, Senior Programmer Analyst (appointed July 1, 1990).
2. Catherine M. Richter, Program Support Technician (appointed June 21, 1993).
3. Mary L. Torian, Executive Secretary (appointed July 1, 1990).
Appendix II - Publications and Presentations
A. Publications
Books and Book Chapter_
° Noor, A. K., "Finite Element Buckling and Postbuckling Analyses," in Buckling and
Postbuckling of Composite Plates, G. J. Turvey and I. H. Marshall (eds.), Chapman
& Hall, London, Dec. 1994, pp. 58-107.
, Noor, A. K. and Venneri, S. L. (eds.), Computational Structures Technology, Vol. 6
in monograph series Flight Vehicle Materials, Structures and Dynamics - Assessment
and Future Directions, ASME, NY, 1995.
Journal Articles
. Noor, A. K. and Peters, J. M., "Finite Element Buckling and Postbuckling Solutions
for Multilayered Composite Panels," Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, Vol. 15,
1994, pp. 343-367.
. Burton, W. S. and Noor, A. K., "Three-Dimensional Solutions for Thermomechanical
Stresses in Sandwich Panels and Shells," Journal of Engineering Mechanics, ASCE,
Vol. 120, No. 10, Oct. 1994, pp. 2044-2071.
. Kulkarni, M. and Noor, A. K., "Sensitivity Analysis of the Nonlinear Dynamic
Viscoplastic Response of Two-Dimensional Structures with Respect to Material
Parameters," International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 38,
No. 2, 1995, pp. 183-198.
, Noor, A. K., Starnes, J. H., Jr. and Peters, J. M., "Thermomechanical Postbuckling
of Multilayered Composite Panels with Cutouts," Composite Structures, Vol. 30, No.
4, 1995, pp. 369-388.
5. Kulkarni, M. and Noor, A. K., "Sensitivity Analysis for the Viscoplastic Dynamic
Response of Shells of Revolution," Computers and Structures (to appear).
6. Noor, A. K. and Peters, J. M., "Nonlinear Vibrations of Thin-Walled Composite
Frames," Shock and Vibration Journal (to appear).
. Noor, A. K. and Kim, Y. H., "Effect of Mesh Distortion on the Accuracy of
Transverse Shear Stresses of Transverse Shear Stresses and Their Sensitivity
Coefficients in Multilayered Composites," Mechanics of Composite Materials and
Structures, Vol. 2, No. 1, March 1995, pp. 49-69.
8. Karaoglan, L. and Noor, A. K., "Sensitivity Analysis of Frictional Contact Response
of Axisymmetric Composite Structures," Computers and Structures (to appear).
9. Watson, B. C. and Noor, A. K., "Nonlinear Structural Analysis on Distributed-
Memory Computers," Computers and Structures (to appear).
10. Xu, K., Noor, A. K. and Tang, Y. Y., "Three-Dimensional Solutions for Coupled
Thermoelectroelastic Response of Multilayered Plates," Computer Methods in Applied
Mechanics and Engineering (to appear).
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
Noor,A. K., "RecentAdvancesin theSensitivityAnalysisfor theThermomechanical
Postbucklingof CompositePanels,"Journal of Engineering Mechanics, ASCE (to
appear).
Szewczyk, Z. P. and Noor, A. K., "A Hybrid Neurocomputing/Numerical Strategy
for Nonlinear Structural Analysis," Computers and Structures (to appear).
Watson, B. C. and Noor, A.K., "Postbuckling and Large-Deflection Nonlinear
Analyses on Distributed-Memory Computers," Computing Systems in Engineering (to
appear).
Noor, A. K. and Peters, J. M., "Reduction Technique for Tire Contact Problems,"
Computers and Structures (to appear).
Kulkarni, M. and Noor, A. K., "Sensitivity Analysis for the Dynamic Response of
Thermoviscoplastic Shells of Revolution," Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics
and Engineering (to appear).
Karaoglan, L. and Noor, A. K., "Dynamic Sensitivity Analysis of Frictional
Contact/Impact Response of Axisymmetric Composite Structures," Computer Methods
in Applied Mechanics and Engineering (to appear).
Noor, A. K. and Kim, Y. H., "Buckling and Postbuckling of Composite Panels with
Cutouts Subjected to Combined Edge Shear and Temperature Change," Computers and
Structures (to appear).
Watson, B. C. and Noor, A. K., "Sensitivity Analysis for Postbuckling Response of
Composite Panels on Distributed-Memory Computers," Computer Methods in Applied
Mechanics and Engineering (to appear).
Danielson, K. T., Noor, A. K. and Green, J. S., "Computational Strategies for Tire
Modeling and Analysis," Computers and Structures (to appear).
Tang, Y. Y., Noor, A. K. and Xu, K., "Assessment of Computational Models for
Thermoelectroelastic Multilayered Plates," Computers and Structures (to appear).
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Presentations
Noor, A. K., "Thermomechanical Postbuckling of Multilayered Composite Panels with
Cutouts," 35th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural Dynamics and
Materials Conference, Hilton Head, SC, April 18-21, 1994.
Noor, A. K., "Computational Technology for High-Temperature Structures," (invited
lecture), Mississippi State University, April 21, 1994.
Noor, A. K., "Computational Models for Sandwich Plates and Shells," 12th U.S.
National Congress of Applied Mechanics, University of Washington, Seattle, June 26-
July 1, 1994.
Noor, A. K., "Some Recent Advances in Nonlinear Vibrations and Nonlinear Dynamic
Analysis of Structures," (keynote lecture), Fifth International Conference on Recent
Advances in Structural Dynamics, Southampton, U.K., July 18-21, 1994.
o Noor, A. K., "New Computing Systems, Future High-Performance Computing
Environment and Their Implications on Large-Scale Structural Problems," (keynote
lecture), Computational Structures Technology 1994, Athens, Greece, Aug. 30-Sept.
1, 1994.
, Noor, A. K., "Recent Advances in the Sensitivity Analysis of Composite Structures,"
31st SES Annual Technical Meeting, College Station, TX, Oct. 10-12, 1994, College
Station, TX.
. Noor, A. K., "Hierarchical Sensitivity Analysis for Laminated Composites," 31st SES
Annual Technical Meeting, College Station, TX, Oct. 10-12, 1994, College Station,
TX.
8_ Noor, A. K., "Recent Advances in the Sensitivity Analysis for Thermomechanical
Postbuckling of Composite Panels," Second Thermal Structures Conference,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, Oct. 18-20, 1994.
9. Noor, A. K., "Advances in Reduction Techniques for Tire Contact Problems," Tire
Modeling Workshop, Hampton, VA, Oct. 26-27, 1994.
10. Noor, A. K., "Sensitivity Analysis for the Dynamic Response of Viscoplastic Shells of
Revolution," ASME International Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition,
Chicago, IL, Nov. 6-11, 1994.
11. Noor, A. K., "Thermomechanical Postbuckling of Composite Panels," ASME
International Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition, Chicago, IL, Nov. 6-
11, 1994.
12. Noor, A. K., "Structural Dynamics Activities at UVA Center for Computational
Structures Technology," USCAR/Government Modeling Conference, Ohio Aerospace
Institute, NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH, Nov. 15-16, 1994.
Appendix III - Seminars, Workshops and Symposia
A. Seminars
1. Maples, C., "Through the Looking Glass? The Reality of Virtual Worlds," NASA
Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA, April 13, 1994
2. Sorensen, E. P., "New Features of the ABAQUS Software System," NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton, VA, June 29, 1994
3. Bargar, R., "Sonification and Auditory Display: Recent and Future Innovations,"
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA, Jan. 25, 1995
4. Lerman, S., "AthenaMuse 2: An Object-Oriented Multimedia Authoring System,"
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA, March 23, 1995
B. Workshops
1. Computational Modeling of Tires, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA,
October 26-27, 1994
C°
1.
.
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Symposia
Symposium on Computational Material Modeling, held at the ASME Intemational
Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition, in Chicago, IL, Nov. 6-11, 1994
Symposium on Durability and Damage Tolerance, held at the ASME International
Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition, in Chicago, IL, Nov. 6-11, 1994
Symposium on Buckling and Postbuckling of Composite Structures, held at the ASME
International Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition, in Chicago, IL, Nov.
6-11, 1994.
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Appendix IV - Cooperating Organizations
.
The MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation
815 Colorado Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90041
ANSYS, Inc.
Johnson Road
P.O. Box 65
Houston, PA 15342
Hibbitt, Karlsson and Sorensen, Inc.
1080 Main Street
Pawtucket, RI 02860
Centric Engineering Systems, Inc.
3801 East Bayshore Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Macsyma, Inc.
20 Academy Street
Arlington, MA 02174-6436
Wolfram Research, Inc.
100 Trade Center Drive
Champaign, IL 61820-7237
ADINA R&D, Inc.
71 Elton Avenue
Watertown, MA 02172
Computational Engineering International (CEI, Inc.)
P.O. Box 14306
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
Superscape, Inc.
2479 East Bayshore #706
Palo Alto, CA 94303
b10. Center for Educational Computing Initiatives
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
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FINITE ELEHENTS
IN ANALYSIS
AND DESIGN
ELSEVIER Finite Elements in Analysis and Design 15 (1994) 343 367
Finite element buckling and postbuckling solutions for multilayered
composite panels
Ahmed K. Noor,* Jeanne M. Peters
Center for Computational StrJ.'tures Tec/mologv University of Firginia, NAS.4 l.angle), Research Center, llampton. I',4
23681, USA
Received March 1993; Revised August 1993
Abshact
A study is made of the buckling and postbuckling responses of fiat, unstiffened composite panels subjected to various
combinations of mechanical and thermal loads. The analysis is based on a first-order shear deformation von Karman-
type plate theory. A mixed formttlation is used with the fundamental unknowns consisti,rg of the strain components,
stress resultants and the generalized displacements of the plate. The stability boundary, postbuckling response and the
sensitivity coemcients are evaluated. The sensitivity coefficients measure the sensitivity of the buckling and postbuckling
responses to variations in the different lamination and material parameters of the panel Numerical results are presented
for both solid panels and panels with central circular cutouts. "lhe results show the effects of the variations in the fiber
orientation angles, aspect ratio of the panel, and the hole diameter (fl_r panels with cutouts) on the stability boundary,
postbuckling response and sensitivity coefficients.
I. Introduction
The physical understanding, and the numerical simulation of the buckling and postbuckling
responses of laminated anisotropic plates have been Ihe focus of intense efforts because of the
extended use of fibrous composites in aerospace, atttomotive, shipbuilding and other industries,
and the need to establish the practical limits of the load-carrying capability of structures made from
these materials.
Extensive experimental and numerical studies have been performed on the buckling and
postbuckling responses of composite panels (e.g. [1-10]). The numerical studies were based on
either approximate analytical techniques [I,2,4,6,9,10], or the finite element methods [I !--16].
Summaries of the many buckling and postbuckling studies reported in the literature are given in
monographs [17--21] and survey papers [22,23]. Although these studies have contributed
*Corresponding author.
Elsevier Science B.V.
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TIIREE-I")iMENSIONAL SOLUTIONS FOR
TIIERMOMECIIANICAL STRESSES IN SANDWICIi
PANELS AND SIIELLS
By W. Scott Burton I and Ahmed K. Noor, z Fellow, ASCE
ABSTRACT: Analytic three-dimensional ihcrmoclasticity st)lutions arc presented
[or static problems of simply supported sandwich p_lnels and cylindrical shells sub-
jected to mechanical anti thermal loads. Tile panels anti stlclls have laminated
composite lace shccls of arbitrary thickness separated by a core. Each of the
individual layers of the face sheets and the core is modeled as a three-dimensional
continuum. Analytic {irst-ordcr sensitivity coefficients are evaluated Io assess the
sensitivity of the responses to variations in material parameters of the [ace sheets
and the core. as well as to varialions in Ihe curvatures and thicknesses of the
sandwich and face sheets. Also. the strain energy associalcd with various slrcss
components in the [ace sheets and core are c_dculated and compared. The infor-
mation ohlaincd in the present study can aid the development and assessment of
two-dimensional models [or sandwich structures and illuminate the role ol" particular
malerial parameters in an equivalent model for the core.
INTRODUCTION
The sandwich configuration is widely used in the construction of highly
efficient lightweight load-carrying panels and structures. The key to the
sandwich concep.t is the separation of relatively stiff face sheets by a light-
weight and flexible core. Stress, free-vibration, and stability problems re-
lated to the application of this concept are presented in monographs (Allen
1969; Platema 1966), and some early work is reviewed in papers by [tabip
(1964; 1965). Emerging high-performance engineering systems such as high-
speed civil transport and hypersonic aerbspacecraft are likely to make use
of sandwich structures with multilayer composite face sheets in meeting
stringent stiffness, weight, and failure-resistance requirements while in use
in a high-temperature environment.
1[ the core is modeled as an equivalent continuum, then from an analytical
point of view a sandwich panel is no different from ordinary laminated
structures for which a large body of literature exists [for modeling of lam-
inated structures see, for example, Reddy (1990) or Noor and Burton (1990,
1992a)1. However, few three-dimensional analyses are available which ex-
plicitly examine thermally or mechanically stressed sandwich panels with
composite face sheets. Thermal expansion effects of spherical sandwich
shells were examined using three-dimensional elasticity theory by [lodges
et al. (1985). The purpose of their analysis was to estimate the overall
thermal expansion properties of a dish antenna that employed sandwich
construction. Chamls et ai. (1986) used the finite-element method to study
sandwich plates with laminated composite face sheets. Their analyses in-
IRes. Sci., Cir. for Computational Slruct. lech.. Univ. of Virginia, NASA l.angley
Res. Cir., tlampton, VA 23681.
-'Ferman W. Perry, Prof. of Aerosp. Struct. a,ld Appl. Mech., and Dir., Cir. for
Computational Struct. Tech., Univ. of Virginia, NASA Langley Res. Ctr., |lampton,
VA.
Note. Discussion open until March 1, 1995. To extend the closing date one month,
a written request must be filed with the ASCE Manager of Journals. The manuscript
for this paper was submitted for review and possible publicatio|l on August 6, 1993.
This oaper is part of the Journal of Engineering Mechanics. Vol. 12(I, No. 10, October,
1994:,I_ASCE, ISSN 1)733-93991941(_i10-2044152.(_1 + $25 per page. Paper Iqo. 6730.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF TIlE NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC
VISCOPLASTIC RESPONSE OF 2-D STRUCTURES WITtl
RESPECT TO MATERIAL PARAMETERS
MAKARANDKIJI.KARNI ANDAIIMED K NOOR
Cenler.fi)r Compldratio¢la[ Strltclllre5 ?t't-hnolo[$),. UnJversily _ |'Jr clitlJa, NASA l,al¢tlley Research Cenler,
Ilampto., 1",4, 23681, U.S.4.
SUMMARY
A computational procedure is presented for evaluating the sensitivity coefficients of the vis(:oplastic response
of structures subjected to dynamic loading. A state of plane stress is assumed to exist in the st}ucture,
a velocity strain-Cauchy stress formulation is used, and tile geometric non-linearities arising from large
strains are incorporated. The Jaumann rate is used as a flame indifferent stress rate. The material model is
chosen to be isothernmi viscoplasticity, and an associated flow rule is used with a yon Mises effective stress.
The equations of motion emanating from a finite element semi-discretizalion are integrated using an explicit
central difference scheme with an implicit stress update. The sensitivity coefficients are evaluated using
a direct differentiation approach Since the domain of integration is tile current configuration, the sensitivity
coefficients of lhe spatial derivatives of the shape functions must be included Numerical results are
presented for a thin plate wilh a central circular cutout subjected to art in-plane compressive loading. The
sensitivity coefficients are generated by evaluating the derivatives of the response quantities with respect to
Young's modulus, and two of tile material parameters characterizing the viscoplastic response. Time
histories of the response and sensitivity coefficients, and spatial distributions at selected times are presented
KEY WORDS: Sensilivily Non-linear dynamic respon,re Viscoplasticily |:inile elements Generalized plane slless
N95. 26266
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I. IN'FRODUCTION
Significant advances have been made in the development of effective comptttational strategies for
the numerical simulation of the non-linear dynamic response of structures, l]owever, the use of
non-linear dynamic analysis in automated optimum design of structures, with rate-dependent
inelastic material response, requires efficient techniques for calculating the sensitivity of the
non-linear dynamic response to variations iu the design variables. The sensitivity coefficients
(derivatives of the response vector with respect to design variables) are used for the following:
(a) determine a search direction in tile direct application of non-linear mathematical program-
ruing algorithms;
(b) generate an approximation for the dynamic response of a modified structure (along with
a reanalysis technique);
(c) assess the effecls of uncertainties, in tile material and geometric parameters of the computa-
tional model, on the dynamic response; and
(d) predict the changes in tile dynamic response due to changes in these parameters.
This paper has been written under the auspices Rec'eived 15 September 1993
of the US Government and is therefore not subject to copyright Revised 25 April 1994
_,s,
_'q)_ Elsevier Science limited
"=" Printed in Great Brilain
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ELSEVIER
Thermolnechanical postbuckling of muitilayered
composite panels wiIh cutouts
Ahmed K. Noor,* James !!. Starnes, Jr t & Jeanne M. Peters*
* ('enter for COmlmtatiomd Slructures Technology, Unirersit), of __rgiuia, USA
1NASA l.angh,y Rewarch ('enter, llamlmm, I"A 2.1(_1, USA
The rest,Its of a study of the dctailcd thermomcchanical postbuckli,_g response
characlerislics o[ flat u,lstiffcnt.d composite panels w,ith co,real circular cutouts
are presented. The panels are subjected to co,nbi,_cd temperature changcs and
applicd edgc loading (or edge displacemcnts). Thc a,mlysis is based on a fiisl-
order shear dcformatio,I plate theory. A ,nixcd formulatio,l is uscd with the
fundamcntal t,,iknovms consisting of the generalized displacements aqd the
stress resultants o[ Ihc plate. The postbuckling displacements, ffansversc shear
stresses, transversc shear sHain energy density, and thcir scnsitivity coefficicnts
are evaluatcd Thc sensitivity cocfficicnts measure the sensitivity of the post-
buckling response to variations in the diffcrc,lt la,ni,mlio,1 and material
parameters of the panel. Numerical results are presented showing the effects of
the variations iq the hole diamclcr, laminate stacking scquence, fiber orienta-
tion, and aspect ratio o[ the panel on the thcrmomechanical postbuckling
response and its se,lsitivity to changes in panel parameters.
,q
NOTATION
IAI,[_I,[Di, IA,1
EL,E/
IF1
GL1,G-r/
Io(z))
It
{HI
IRI
L
/_/I,/_12)/_112,
M2t
IM(X,_C,)},
{lq(H,X,:_)}
Malrices of the extensional,
coupling, bending and Iransverse
shear stiffnesses of the panel {N }, {M}
Elastic nmduli of the individual
layers in the direction of fibers
anti normal to it, respectively {N If,[ M i}
Linear flexibility matrix of the
panel (seen eqn (B2} in Appendix
n) Nt.
Shear moduli of the indivithtai
layers in the plane of fibers and q,.
normal to it, respectively q,,.
Vector of nonlinear terms of the qt,q2
panel (see eqn (I))
Total thickness of the panel
Vector of stress resultant para- Q_,Q2
meters {Q}
Global linear structure matrix
(see eqns (I) and (B2)in Appen-
dix ii) {O(t)j,{O(21}
Side length of the panel
Bending stress resultants IQ I(k),tO ,I(k)
Subvectors of nonlinear terms
(see eqn (B3) in Appendix I!)
Nt, N2, NL2, N2j ln-I)lane
rest,ltanls
/_/12
(extensional) stress
Applicd in-plane edge shear
stress resultant
Vectors of inplane and bending
stress resultants (see eqn (A I)in
Appendix I)
Veclors of thernml forces and
momenls in the panel (see eqn
(A 1) in Appendix 1)
Total nuntl)er of layers in the
panel
Applied edge displacement
Critical value of qe
Thermal strain and edge dis-
placernent parameters associated
with {O(t)l,{O(2)}, respectively
Transverse shear stress resultants
Vector of transverse shear stress
resultants (see eqn (A1) in
Appendix 1)
Vectors of normalized thermal
and mechanical strains
Matrices of the extensional and
transverse shear stiffnesses of the
kth layer of the plate (referred to
as the x,, x 2, x 3 coordinate system)
AD-Vol, 42/PVP-Vol. 294, Computational Material Modeling
ASME 1994
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE
OF VISCOPLASTIC SHELLS OF REVOLUTION
Makarand Kulkarni and Ahmed K. Noor
Center for Computational Structures Technology
NASA Langley Research Center
University of Virginia
Hampton, Virginia
--<.s--3
.4 (35. a//l-y
ABSTRACT
A computational procedure is presented for evaluating tile sensitivity coefficients of thedynamic
axisymmetrie response Mr viseoplastic shells of revolution. 1lie analytical forn=ulation is basedon
Reissnet's large deformation shell theory with tile effects of uansverse shear deformation, rotatory
inertia and moments turning around the normal to the middle surface included. The material model
is chosen to be isod,ermal viseoplasticity, and an associated flow role is used widl a yon Mises
effective stress. A mixed formulation is used with the ft,ndameulal unknowns consisting of six
sltess resultants, three genernlized dispiacemenls and three velocity components.
Spatial discretization is performed using finite elements, with discontinuous stress resultants
across elemen! interlaces. The lempo=ai integralion is pelfomled by using an explicit central
difference scheme (leapfrog nlethcxl) with an implicit constitutive update. The sensitivity
coefficients are evaluated using a direct differentiation approach. Hi, tactical results are presented
for a spherical cap subjected to step loading, anda eireul_ plate subjected to impulsive loading. The
sensitivity coefficients are generated by evaluating the derivatives of the response quantities with
respect to the thickness, mass density, Young's modulus, and Iwo of the material p_amelers
characterizing die viseoplastie response. Time histories of the response and sensitivity coefficients
are presented, along with spatial disl=ibuttons of these quantities at selected times.
NOMENCLATURE
a
ICl
E
iF}
(F _t)
(I_,,,)
(GI(X)))
radius of circular plale
characteristic strain tale
matrix of material stiffness coefficients, see Eq. B I4, Appendix B
Young's m(×luh,s
global linear flexibility matrix of the shell
veclor of nodal external forces
vector of nodal internal forces
vector of nonlinear contributions
L
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Nonlinear Vibralions of
Thin-Walled Composile
Frames
n
A reduced basis technique .rid a compulatianal procedure are presentedfi_r general-
ing tire noulinear uibrational response, and evuhtating thc fir.it-order sensitivity cocJ._-
cleats of thin-walh,d compo.site fiames. The sensitioitv coejficients are the derivatioes
of the nonlinear fiequeney with respect to the materi_d and lamination parameters of
the flame. A mixed fi_rmulation is used with tilt.fired.mental IIIIkllO|t'll.$" con$i_ Iblg of
both ttre generalized disphwements and stress restdtants hi the _ame. 7he flanges and
webs of tire flames are modeled by using geometrically mmlineor two-dimensional
shell and plate finite elements. 7"lieconlputatiomd procedure can be conueniemly
divided into t/tree di3tinr't steps. The fir.st _tt'p imJoh,es tire generation (![um'ious-order
perturbation uectors, alul their deriz,atioe_s with respect to tire material and landnution
parameters of tire flame, using the l.h_stedl-Poincard pertmbatiou technique. 7he
second step COtlSisl_ of using tire peltmrbation t,ector3 a._ba._i._t,ectors, ('OIIIpttling tilt'
amplitudes of these vectors and tilt' nonlhlear fie:itwacy of vibration, via a direct
uariational procedure. The third step cmrdst.s of u.sing the pelturbation oectors, mul
their deriuatioes, a._ basis uector.s and compltling the _en_itioity coe.fficienl._ of the
nonlinear fiequeno, oia a secaml application of tilt" direct o, rit, tiomd procedure.
Numerical results are presented ft, semicircular thin-walled fiemles" with I am/ J
sections, showing the com,ergem'e of tire n,mlincm ji'eqHel,(')' o/Id the sen_
coefficients obtained by both the r('dut"edba._i_ aml prrtmbatian techniques _.r© 1994_
_-hn _il_i; & Sb'-ff,_iInc.- " "---.__
& i", ,/ _l"
INTRODUCTION
Significant advances have been made in the de-
velopment of effective analytical and numerical
techniques for the nonlinear vibration analysis of
structures. Reviews of some of the techniques
developed for beam and plate structures are con-
tai.n_ed_in__,sur..v.ey papers (Bert, 1982; Sathya-
moorlhy, !982a_ 198/; Kapania and Yang, 1987;
Chia, 1988; Kapania and Raciti, 1989) and two
monographs by Nayfeh and Mook (1979) and
Chia (1980). llowever, to our knowledge, none
of the reported studies considered the nonlinear
vibrations of thin-walled composite frames.
Moreover, except for a recent study (Noor el al.,
Received Mm_ 23, 199-1; accepled ,Spril 26,..1994.
Shock and Vibralion, Vol I No 5 ( xx (1994)
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1993), no studies have been reporled on the sen-
sitivity of the nonlinear vibrational response to
variations in the material and geometric parame-
ters of Ihe slrtnclLnre.
The present study is an attempt to fill this
void. Specifically, the objective is to summarize
the results of a recent study on the nonlinear
vibrational response of thin-walled composite
frames and the effects of variations in the male-
rial parameters of the individual layers on the
nonlinear fiequencies of vibration. The flames
considered are semicirculgr, mad, e of thin-walled
graphite-epoxy material'with l_d J sections,
and have a 36-in. radiusq.s_e Fi_./I_.
The reduced basis techfi_as first pre-
/
/
MI_CiIAhlICSO1:COMP()SIIEMA!ERIAIS ANDSIRIIrqUP, I!S VOI. 2, 49- 69 (]995)
EFFECT OF MESI t DISTORTION ON TI IE
ACCURACY OF TRANSVERSE SI lEAR STRESSES
AND TI IEIR SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS IN
MULTILAYERED COMPOSITES
N95- 26270
oz/e/7
 ,7o V 
AIIMI!I)K Nr)ORANt)Yr)N(III KIM
Cenlrr fi_r (omp.tali,mal .$l/llt'flll('_Tectmoh_gy,Uniler_dlyo_[I itl4inia,
N..I._.I i angh'_'Rcwarch ('enter, Ih.nplon, I'b_inia 2.t6311,U.S.A
SUMMARY
A study is made of the effect ol mesh distortion on the accuracy n! transverse si_ear stresses and their
first-order arid second-order sensitivity coefficients in multilayeled composite panels subjected to
mechanical and thermal loads. "lhe panels are discrctized by using a two-field degenerate solid element,
with the [undanlenlal ttnknowns consistitlg of both dislflacement and strain components, and the
disiflacement conlpotlents having a linear vadatitm thlt)ughout the thickness of the laminate. A two-step
computalional procedure is uscd for evahDating the transverse shear stresses. In the first step, the
in.plane stresses in the different layers ate calculated at the numcrical quadr;dUle points for each
element, in the second slep, the transverse shear sttcsses are e,,aluated by using piecewise imegration, in
the thickness direction, of rite three-dimension.'d equilibrium equations 3he same procedure is used for
evaluating the sensitivity coc[ficienls of t}ansverse shear stresscs. Numerical results are presented
showing no noticeable degradation in the accur:wy of the in-plane stresses and their sensitivity
coefficients with mesh distorliotL ! Iowever, such degradation is observed for the transverse shear stresses
anti thcir sensitivity cocfficienls+ The standard of comparisort is taken to bc the exact solution of the
three-dimensional thermoclasticity equations of the panel .....
NOTATION
IBI
lCl, lCl
Et, Er
G LT' G rl
(tt,.l
h
ht, h k _ i
[R1
L
NL
IP)
strain disl)lacement matrix
effective and rcduccd stiffness matrices of the pancl, respectively; tile
reduced stiffness matrix is based on neglecting the coupling between the
transverse nornlal strain and the exletlsional strain col!lponelltS
rcduccd stiffnesses of the matctial
elastic moduli of the individual lay:rs in tile direction of fibres and
normal to it, rcspcclivcly
vector of average mechatfical strain parantetcrs through the thickness
shear moduli of the individual layers in the plane of fibres and normal to
it, respcctivcly
vector of normalizcd thermal h)rccs
total thickness of the panel
distances from the lop and botlom surfaces of the k th layer to the middle
surface; sec Figure !
gcneralized stifhtcss matrix; see Appendix A
side length of the panel
total number of layers in the panel
vector of nodal mechanical forces
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF FRICTIONAL CONTACT
RESPONSE OF AXISYMMETRIC COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
I. gusto/nan and A. K. Hoot ,/
Center for Computational Structures Tcchnology. Univels{iy of Vilginla. Mull Slop 210dllamplon.
VA 23665. USA
(It¢ce_ecl 13 Junz 1994)
Abeuaci--A computational procedure is psescnled for evaluating the sensitivity cocf]ficieou of the static
frictional contact response or ix|symmetric composite structures. The structures ire assumed to consist
of in arbitrary numbcl of peirectly bonded homogeneous Inlsotrupic layers. The material of each layer
is assumed to be hyperelastJc, and the effect of geometric nonllncadiy is included The tensitlvhy
co¢ffMents measure the sendtivity of the response to variations In different milcrtll, lamination and
geometric parameters of the Itruclute. A displicemcn! finite dement model h used for the diecretizatlon.
lr_e normal contact conditions are incorporated Into die formulation by using s perturbed Ltgranglan
=pprnich with the fundamental unknowns consisting of nodsl dlsphcemcnts, and l_graage muhiplien
letÜtitled with the contact conditions. The Lalrange multipliers In: sllowed to be dis¢on_]nuoul al
Intcrclement boundaries. Tangential contact conditions arc Incorporated by using It pen=flymethod I.
conjunction with the dtsslcal Coulomb'= hict{on model The Hewton itaphson {teradve scheme is used
for the solution of the resulting nonllocat ilgebrak equations, tad for the determination of die contact
region, contact conditions (stldiog or sticking), and the contact pressures. The tcnddvhy co¢flMents arc
evaluated by using • direct differentiation approach Numerical rcsulU are presented for the friction
contact of a composite sphcrlcal cap pressed ega}nsl a rind plate
//? ;,'2-..-
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NOTATION
displacemenl gradient o_rilof
components o[ the elasdchy knsot
unll v_lors in the rJdifl, axial and dleum-
fc,cntial, r, i and # directions, resf)cctively
classic moduli of the Individual layers in the
gber and transverse directions, respectively
components of the Green-Lalpange strain
|¢nsot
contact Ulction vector
Icnsor of deformation gradients
vectors of contact,¢xlernal end Internal
force.s, respectively
gap assÜc/used with = contact node in the
axial direction
vector nf relative slip of = contact node
dinar reÜdull of the Individual layers In the
plane of gbers and normal to |t, respccllvely
total thickness of the Structure
vector assodsled wilh IJipsnge muldpllcrl
Jacobian o[ the dcformalJon Iradienl tensor
tangent silliness matrix
tangent allffness matrix associated with the
tangential contact conditions
symmetric and tmsymmelric parts of the
tangent stifi'ne_,s matrix K*, respectively, tee
eqn (29)
effective Stiffness matrix and force residual,
is,z, 8
It f, il"
!
s,,
I.
II,, IIt
IS
17
M, IID W
oratingÜnil coordinate system, ze Fig..I
force residual =rod normal contact nuddual
veclors, respectively
acrid)Ühal distance
components of the eccond Piola-Kbrchhoff
SI [1_.5 _fl$ol
I_ormal component of contact traction*
L.,euur-)
tangential components o[ contact Unctions
(pro-Justs) in the rldill and drcumfcrcntial
directions, respectively
total strain eneslD,
strain energy density (strain energy l_r unit
volume)
displacement components la the radial. ¢it-
c'umfcrential end adal directions, respect-
• lvely
y: sol volume of the allure
_._i { _(,I,'_nodal displacementvector
AII,I
AX
[I,I
111i
1
reSlX*Ctivdy. _cc cqn, (24) and (25)/(
-_r_ P normal compon©ni of the total conlaclr ,_= 7_"
o,ii ta.=e.t, iffnes,.,at,is,..o<ia,e<lwithr,\
the normal contact condhions, see eqns 011) l \GA_ and (B4) ou
-ion
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inidld and current c_,dinilea of a Icncrk
in t. scspcctlvcly
rcroent of normal contact traction
incruncnt of nodal displacement rectos
penalty panunelcr In the normaJ dlrco-
fion
pcnahy parameter In the tsnlenfi-I dircc-
fion
liar orientation angle of thc t th Isycr
typlcalamination or mstcdd i_rametcn of
Ihe structure
coefficient of friction
Poisson's rctlos of die Individual layers
Contacl consisteuc'y conClltion
_otal potential enes_
Coulomb'i friction function, u:e eqn ($)
components of the Cauchy StrOll
J
!
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NONLINEAR STitIJCTURAI, ANAI,YSIS ON
I)iSTR !llUTIrA)_M I!M O RY COMPUTERS
Brian C. Watson and Ahmed K. Noor
Center fi_r Compulalional Slruclures Technology
University of Virginia
NASA I ,angley Research Center
! lamplon, Virginia
/_/70 7..6
t.,i
AIISTRACT
A computational strategy is presented for the nonlinear static and postbuckling
analyses of large complex structures on massively parallel computers. The strategy is
designed for distributed-memory, message-passing parallel computer systems. The key
elements of the proposed strategy are: (a) a mulfiplc-paran_eler reduced basis technique,
(b) a nested dissection (or multilevel subslructuring) ordering scheme, (c) parallel
assembly of global matrices, and (d) a parallel spa,se equation solver. The effectiveness of
the strategy is assessed by applying it Io ihermo-meclmnical poslbuckling analyses of
stiffened composite panels with cutouls, and nonlinear large-deflection analyses of IISCT
models on Intel Paragon XP/S compulers. The numerical studies presented demonstrate
the advantages of nested dissectiowbased solvers over traditional skyline-based solvers on
distributed memory machines.
INTI_,Oi)IIC'FION
The increasing speed and capacity of present day dislributed-memory parallel
compulers, such as Kendall Square KSR-I, Thinking Machines Corporation CM-5, Intel
Paragon, and Cray T3D, have brighlened Ihe prospecls of performing large-scale
postbuckling and nonlinear analyses of complex slruclures on these plalforms. In recent
years, intense efforts have been dew_ted to Ihe development of parallel compulaliorml
slralegies and numerical algorithms for large-scale finile element computations (see, for
example, Refs. [I-4]). Much allenlion has been focused on implementing efficient linear
equalion solvers on dislribuled-memory computers. This has led to the developmenl of a
To appear in Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics
and Engineering, 1995
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TttREE-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTIONS FOR COUPLED TIIERMOELECTROELASTIC
RESPONSE OF MULTILAYERED PLATES
Kangming Xu t , Ahmed K. Noor 2, and Yvette Y. Tang 3
ABSTRACT
Analytic three-dimensional solutions are presented for the coupled
thermoelectroelastic response of multilayered hybrid composite plates. The plates
consist of a combination of fiber-reinforced cross-ply and piezothermoelastic layers.
Both the thermoelectroelastic static response and its sensitivity coefficients are
computed. The sensitivity coefficients measure the sensitivity of the response to
variations in different mechanical, thermal and piezoelectric material properties of
the plate. A linear constitutive model is used, and the material properties are
assumed 1o be independent of the temperature and lhe electric field. The plates are
assumed to have rectangular geometry and special material symmetries.
A mixed formulation is used with tile fundamental unknowns consisting of the
three transverse stress components; three displacement components; transverse
component of the electric displacement field; electric potential; transverse heat flux
component, and temperature change. Each of tile fundamental unknowns is
expressed in terms of a double Fourier series in the Cartesian surface coordinates. A
state space approach is used to generate the static response and to evaluate the
sensitivity coefficients. Extensive numerical results are presented showing the
effects of variation in the geometric parameters of the plate on the different
response quantities and their sensitivity coefficients.
$o
1 Research Associate, Center for Computational Structures Technology, University of Virginia, NASA
Langley Research Center, tlampton, VA 23681.
2 Professor, Center for Computational Structures Technology, University of Virginia, NASA Langley
Research Center, ltampton, VA 23681.
3 Research Associate, Center for Computational Structures Technology, University of Virginia, NASA
Langley Research Center, ! lampton, VA 23681.
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Recent Advances in the Sensitivity Analysis for the
Thermomechanical Postbuckling of Composite Panels
Ahmed K. Noor*
University of Virginia, NASA Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Virginia 23681
5//- 34
p,35,
Abstract
Three recent developments in the sensitivity analysis for tile thermomechanical
postbuckling response of composite panels are reviewed. The three developments
are: effective computational procedure for evaluating hierarchical sensitivity
coefficients of the various response quantities with respect to the different laminate,
layer, and micromechanicai characteristics; application of reduction methods to the
sensitivity analysis of the postbuckling response; and accurate evaluation of the
sensitivity coefficients of transverse shear stresses. Sample numerical results are
presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the computational procedures presented.
Some of the future directions for research on sensitivity analysis for the
thermomechanical postbuckling response of composite and smart structures are
outlined.
Introduction
Significant advances have been made in the development of computational
models and strategies for the numerical simulation of the thermomechanical
buckling and postbuckling responses of composite panels (see, for example, Refs.
I-5 and the review article, Ref. 6). More recently, atterfipts have been made to
extend the domain of sensitivity analysis to the thermomechanicai postbuckling
response and to evaluate the sensitivity of the response to variations in the panel
characteristics (see Refs. 5 and 7). The sensitivity coefficients (derivatives of the
response quantities with respect to design variables) can be used to I ) determine a
search direction in the direct application of nonlinear mathematical programming
This paper is declareda work of theU.S. Government and is not subjectto copyright
protection in the United States.
* Ferman W. Perry Professor of Aerospace Structures and Applied Mechanics and
Director, Center for Computational Structures Technology.
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A HYBRID NEUROCOMPUTING/NUMERICAL
STRATEGY FOR NONLINEAR STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS
Z. Peter Szewczyk and Ahmed K. Noor
Center for Computational Structures Tedmology
University of Virginia
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23681
--3f
January 31, 1995
Abstract
A hybrid neurocomputing/numericai strategy is presented for geometrically nonlinear ana_l-
ysis of structure. The Btrategy combines model-free data processing capabilities of compu-
tational neural networks with a Padd approximants-ba.sed perturbation technique to predict
partial information about the nonlinear response of structures. In the hybrid strategy, mui-
tilayer feedforw_d neural networks are used to extend the validity of solutions by using
training samples produced by Padd approximations to the Taylor series expansion of the
response function. The range of validity of the training samples is taken to be the radius
of convergence of Pad_. approximants and is eBtimated by setting a tolerance on the diverg-
ing approximants. The norm of a residual vector of unbalanced forces in a given element
is used a.s a me_sure to nssess the quality of network predictions. To further increase the
accuracy and the range of network predictions, additional training data are generated by
either applying linear regression to weight matrices or ,_xpanding the training date, by using
predicted coefficients in a Taylor series. The effectiveness of the hybrid strategy is asses,_ed
by performing large-deflection analysis of a doubly-curved composite panel with a circular
cutout, and postbuckling analyses of stiffened composite panels subjected to an in-plane edge
shear load. In all the problems considered, the hybrid strategy is used to predict selective
information about the structural response, namely the total strain energy and the maximum
displtcement components only,
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POSTBUCKLING AND LARGE-DEFLECTION NONLINEAR
ANALYSES ON DISTRIBUTED-MEMORY COMPUTERS
BglAN C. WATSON and A]OXeD K. Noo_
Center for Computational Structures Technology, University of Virginia, NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Virginia, U.S.A.
(Received?)
Abs_act--A computational strategy is presented for postbuckling and nonlinear static analyses of large
complex structures on distributed-memory parallel computers. The strategy is designed for message-pass-
ing parallel computer systems. The key elements of the proposed strategy are: (a) a multlple-paramcter
reduced basis technique, (b) a nested dissection (or multilevel substructuring) ordering scheme, (c) parallel
assembly of global matdocs, and (d) a parallel sparse equation solver. The effectiveness of the strategy
is assessed by performing thermomechanlcal postbuckling analyses of stiffened composite panels with
cutouts, and nonlinear large-deflection r_aalyses of High Speed Civil Transport models on three
distributed-memory computers. The numerical studies presented demonstrate the advantages or nested
dissection-based solvers over traditional skyline-based solvers on distributed-memory machines. __
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INTRODUCTION
Distributed-memory parallel computers, such as
Thinking Machines Corporation CM-5, Intcl
Paragon, CRAY T3D, and IBM SP2, have the
potential to provide the increased speed and capacity
required to perform large-scale postbuckling and
nonlinear analyses of complex structures. This
potential can only be realized if the computational
strategies used in such analyses take advantage of the
unique characteristics of these computers. In recent
years, intense efforts have been devoted to the
development of parallel computational strategies and
numerical algorithms for large-scale finite element
computations (see, for example, Refs i-4). Much
attention has been focused on implementing efficient
fincar equation solvers on distributed-memory
computers. This has led to the development of a
number of direct and itcrative numerical algorithms
for the solution of large sparse linear systems of
equations (see Refs 5-1 !).
Most parallel strategies are related to the "divide
and conquer" paradigm based on breaking a large
problem into a number of smaller subproblems,
which may be solved separately on individual
processors. The degree of independence of the sub-
problems is a measure of the effectiveness of the
algorithm since it determines the amount and
frequency of communication and synchronization.
The numerical algorithms developed for structural
analysis can be classified into three major categories,
namely: element-wise algorithms; node-wise
algorithms; and domain-wise algorithms.
The element-wise parallel algorithms include
element-by-clement equation solvers and parallel
frontal equation solvers. The node-wise parallel
equation solvers include node-by-node iterative
solvers as well as column-oriented direct solvers. The
domain-wise algorithms include nested dissection-
based (substructuriag) techniques and domain
decomposition methods. The first two categories of
numerical algorithms allow only small granularity of
the parallel tasks, and require frequent communi-
cations among the processors. By contrast, the third
category allows a larger granularity, which can result
in improved performance for the algorithm.
Nested dissection ordering schemes have been
found to be effective in reducing both the storage
requirements and the total computational effort re-
quired of direct factorization. 12 The performance of
nested dissection-based linear solvers on distributed-
memory parallel computers depends on balancing the
computational load across processors in a way that
minimizes interprocessor communication. Several
nested dissection ordering schemes have been
developed which differ in the strategies used in
partitioning the structure and selecting the
separators. Among the proposed partitioning
strategies are: recursive bisection strategies 1_'_4
(e.g., spectral graph bisection, re,cursive coordinate
bisection, and recursive graph bisection);
combinatorial and design-optimization-based
strategies Is (e.g., the simulated annealing algorithm,
the genetic algorithm and neural-network-based
techniques); and heuristic strategies u (c.g., methods
based on geometric projections and mappings; and
algorithms based on embedding the problem in
Euclidean space). For highly irregular and/or three-
dimensional structures the effectiveness of nested
dissection-based schemes may be reduced. However,
this is also true for most other parallel numerical
algorithms.
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REDUCTION TECHNIQUE FOR TIRE CONTACT PROBLEMS
Ahmed K. Noor and Jeanne M. Peters
Center for Computational Structures Technology
University of Virginia
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA
Abstract
A reduction technique and a computational procedure are presented for predicting
the tire contact response and evaluating the sensitivity coefficients of the different response
quantities. The sensitivity coefficients measure the sensitivity of the contact response to
variations in the geometric and material parameters of the tire. The tire is modeled using a
two-dimensional laminated anisotropic shell theory with the effects of variation in
geometric and material parameters, transverse shear deformation, and geometric
nonlinearities included. The contact conditions are incorporated into the formulation by
using a perturbed Lagrangian approach with the fundamental unknowns consisting of the
stress resultants, the generalized displacements, and the Lagrange multipliers associated
with the contact conditions. The elemental arrays are obtained by using a modified two-
field, mixed variational principle.
For the application of the reduction technique, the tire finite element model is
partitioned into two regions. The first region consists of the nodes that are likely to come
in contact with the pavement, and the second region includes all the remaining nodes. The
reduction technique is used to significantly reduce the degrees of freedom in the second
region.
The effectiveness of the computational procedure is demonstrated by a numerical
example of the frictionless contact response of the space shuttle nose-gear tire, inflated and
pressed against a rigid flat surface.
5+'-
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bo, b i, b2, b3
Notation
parameters used in defining the cord end counts (epi); see Eq. 7 and
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and Engineering,
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR TIlE DYNAMIC
RESPONSE OF TllERMOVISCOPLASTIC SIIELLS OF REVOLUTION
Makarand Kulkarni and Ahmed K. Noor
Center for Computational Structures Technology
University of Virginia
NASA l.angley Research Center
llampton, Virginia 23681
Abstract
5/E -.3
A computational procedure is presented for evaluating tile sensitivity coefficients of tile
dynamic axisymmetric, fully-coupled, Ihemloviscoplastic response of shells of revolution. The
analytical formulation is based on Reissner's large deformation shell theory with the effects of
large-strain, transverse shear deformation, rotatory inertia and moments turning around the normal :
to the middle surface included. The material model is chosen to be viscoplasticity with strain
hardening and thermal hardening, and an associated flow rule is used with avon Mises effective
stress. A mixed formulation Is used for the shell equations with the fundamental unknowns ;:
consisting of six stress resultants, three generalized displacements and three velocity components.
The energy-balance equation is solved using a Galerkin procedure, with the ternperature as the :
fundamental unknown.
Spatial discretization is performed in one dimension (meridional direction) for the
momentum and constitutive equations of the shell, and in two dimensions (meridional and
thickness directions) for the energy-balance equation. The temporal integration is performed by
using an explicit central difference scheme (leap-frog method) for the momentum equation; a
predictor-corrector version of the trapezoidal rule is used for the energy-balance equation; and an
explicit scheme consistent with the central difference method is used to integrate the constitutive
t
equations. The sensitivity coefficients are evaluated by using a direct differentiation_ approach.
Numerical results are presented for a spherical cap subjected to s!ep loading.-The sensitivity
coefficients are generated by evaluating the derivatives of the response quantities With respect to the
thickness, mass density, Young's mod,hm, two of the material parameters characterizing the
N95-26279
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Dynamic Sensitivity Analysis of Frictional
Contact/Impact Response of Axisymmetric
Composite Structures
Levent Karao_;lan and Ahmed K. Noor
Center for Computational Structures Technology
University of Virginia
Revised March 31, 1995
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Xt_tract
A computational procedure is presented for evaluating the sensitivity coefficients of the
dynamic frictional contact/impact response of axisymmetric composite structures. The
structures are assumed to consist of an arbitrary number of perfectly bonded homogeneous
anisotropic layers. The material of each layer is assumed to be hyperel_tic, and tile effect
of geometric nonlinearity is included. The sensitivity coefficients measure tile sensitivity of
the response to variations in different material, lamination and geometric parameters of the
structure.
A displacement finite element model is used for the discretization. The normal contact
conditions are incorporated into the formulation by using a perturbed Lagrangian approach
with the fundamental unknowns consisting of the nodal displacements, and the l,agrange
multipliers wsociated with the contact conditions. The Lagrange multipliers are allowed
to be discontinuous at interelement boundaries. Tangential contact conditions are incorpo-
rated by using a penalty method in conjunction with the classical Couiomb's friction model.
Temporal integration is performed by using Newmark method. The Newton-Raphson it-
erative scheme is used for the solution of the resulting nonlinear algebraic equations, and
for the determination of the contact region, contact conditions (sliding or stickingl, and the
contact pressurea. The =ensitivity coefficients are evaluated by truing a direct differentiation
approach. Numerical results are presented for the frictional contact/impact response of a
composite spherical cap impacting on a rigid plate.
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BUCKLING
CUTOUTS SUBJECTED TO COMBINED EDGE SHEAR
AND TEMPERATURE CHANGE
AND POSTBUCKLING OF COMPOSITE PANELS WITH
Ahmed K. Noor and Yong it. Kim
Center for Computational Structures Technology
University of Virginia
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681
ABSTRACT
The results of a detailed study of the buckling and postbuckling responses of
composite panels with central circular cutouts are presented. The panels are subjected to
combined edge shear and temperature change. The panels are discretized by using a two-
field degenerate solid element with each of the displacement components having a linear
variation throughout the thickness of the panel. The fundamental unknowns consist of the
average mechanical strains through the thickness and the displacement components. The
effects of geometric nonlinearities and laminated anisotropic material behavior are included.
The stability boundary, postbuckling response and the hierarchical sensitivity
coefficients are evaluated. The hierarchical sensitivity coefficients measure the sensitivity
of the buckling and postbuckling responses to variations in the panel stiffnesses, and the
material properties of both the individual layers and the constituents (fibers and matrix).
Numerical results are presented for composite panels with central circular cutouts subjected
to combined edge shear and temperature change, showing the effects of variations in thc
hole diameter, laminate stacking sequence and fiber orientation, on the stability boundary
and postbuckling response and their sensitivity to changes in the various panel parameters.
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stiffnesses of the panel
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ABSTRACT
A computational strategy is presented for calculating sensitivity coefficients for
the nonlinear large-deflection and postbuckling responses of laminated composite
structures on distributed-memory parallel computers. The strategy is applicable to any
message-passing distributed computational environment. The key elements of the
proposed strategy are: (a) a multiple-parameter reduce,l basis technique; (b) a parallel
sparse equation solver based on a nested dissection (or multilevel substructuring) node
ordering scheme; and (c) a multilevel parallel procedure for evaluating hierarchical
sensitivity coefficients. The hierarchical sensitivity coefficients measure tile sensitivity
of the composite structure response to variations in three sets of interrelated parameters;
namely, laminate, layer and micromechanical (fiber, matrix, and interface/interphase)
parameters. The effectiveness of the strategy is assessed by performing hierarchical
sensitivity analysis for the large-deflection and postbucklmg responses of stiffened
composite panels with cutouts on three distributed-memory computers. The panels are
subjected to combined mechanical and thermal loads. The numerical studies presented
demonstrate the advantages of the reduced basis technique for hierarchical sensitivity
analysis on distributed-memory machines.
INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear large-deflection and postbuckling analyses of large-scale structures can
require immense computational resources. Distributed-memory parallel computers, such
as the Inte! Paragon, the Cray T3D, and the IBM SP2, have the potential to provide tile
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Abstract
Computational strategies are presented for the modeling and analysis of tires in contact with
pavement. A procedure is introduced for simple and accurate determination of tire cross-
sectional geometric characteristics from a digitally scanned image. Three new strategies for
reducing the computational effort in the finite element solution of tire-pavement contact are
also presented. These strategies take advantage of the observation that footprint loads do
not usually stimulate a significant tire response away from the pavement contact region.
The finite element strategies differ in their level of approximation and required amount of
computer resources. The effectiveness of the strategies is demonstrated by numerical
examples of frictionless and frictional contact of the space shuttle Orbiter nose-gear tire.
Both an in-house research code and a commercial finite element code are used in the
numerical studies.
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ASSESSMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL MODELS FOR THERMOELECTROELASTIC
MULTILAYERED PLATES
ABSTRACT
Yvette Y. Tang 1, Ahmed K. Noor 2, and Kangming Xu 3
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University of Virginia
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A study is made of the accuracy of the steady-state (static) thermoelectroelastic
response of multilayered hybrid composite plates predicted by five modeling
approaches, based on two-dimensional plate theories. The plates consist of a
combination of fiber-reinforced and piezothermoelastic layers. The standard of
comparison is taken to be the exact three-dimensional thermoelectroelastic
solutions, and the quantities compared include gross response characteristics (e.g.,
strain energy components, and average through-the-thickness displacements);
detailed, through-the-thickness distributions of displacements and stresses; and
sensitivity coefficients of the response quantities (derivatives of the response
quantities with respect to material parameters of the plate).
The modeling approaches considered include first-order theory; third-order
theory; discrete-layer theory (with piecewise linear variation of the in-plane
displacements, temperature and electric potential, in the thickness direction); and ,
two predictor-corrector procedures._.; Both procedures use first-order theory in the
predictor phase, but differ in the elements of the computational model being
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